Attestation of English Proficiency by Home University

The following must be completed by a representative of your home university or English Language School. We make this form available when English proficiency exams scores are unavailable.

Date_____________________

I hereby state that (name of the student)____________________________________ has the full support of the (home university)____________________________________ to spend the following period studying at the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire: From (dates):_________________________ to ______________________ and that this student has the English language proficiency to successfully participate in his or her program and function on a day-to-day basis at the University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire.

Signature:_________________________ Print Name:____________________________________

Title:________________________________________ Institution:________________________________________

Email:______________________________________________________________________________

Note: This letter is for visa purposes; students who do not submit English Language Proficiency exam scores will still be required to take the ESL placement exam upon arrival.